
INEQUALITIES OF JOHN-NIRENBERG TYPE IN DOUBLING SPACES

Stephen M. Buckley

Abstract. The concept of an H-chain set in a doubling space X, which generalizes that of a
Hölder domain in Euclidean space, is defined and investigated. We show that every H-chain set

is mean porous, and that its outer layer has measure bounded by a power of its thickness. As a
consequence, we show that a John-Nirenberg type inequality holds on an open subset Ω of X if, and

often only if, Ω is an H-chain set.

0. Introduction

Suppose that Ω ⊂ Rn is open. A function u : Ω → R lies in BMO(Ω) if either of the following
equivalent conditions is satisfied:

‖u‖BMO(Ω) = sup
Q⊂Ω

|Q|−1

∫

Q

|u − uQ| dx < ∞ (0.1)

‖u‖BMOloc(Ω) = sup
2Q⊂Ω

|Q|−1

∫

Q

|u − uQ| dx < ∞ (0.2)

where Q is an arbitrary cube and 2Q is its concentric double dilate. We write u ∈ EI(Ω) if it
satisfies the integrability condition

∃C ∈ R : |Ω|−1

∫

Ω

exp(|u − uΩ|/C) dx ≤ 16,

and we define ‖u‖EI(Ω) to be the smallest C for which this condition holds; the peculiar “16” on
the right is merely for later convenience (a comparable norm is obtained by replacing it by any
fixed factor larger than 1).

A theorem of Reimann and Rychener [RR] says that (0.1) and (0.2) are equivalent for any Ω
and that the associated “norms” are comparable. The classical theorem of John and Nirenberg
[JN] tells us that when Ω is a cube, EI(Ω) ⊂ BMO(Ω). More generally, Smith and Stegenga
[SS2] and Hurri-Syrjänen [H] showed that BMO(Ω) embeds in EI(Ω) if and only if Ω is a Hölder
domain (as defined in Section 31). Related Euclidean results can be found in [G1] and [S]. In this
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paper, we generalize these results to many doubling spaces (X, d, µ). To do this, we replace cubes
by metric balls, and Lebesgue measure by the doubling measure µ in the definitions of BMO(Ω),
BMOloc(Ω), and EI(Ω). Since Euclidean cubes are balls with respect to the l∞ metric, these
new spaces generalize the classical ones (the switch from cubes to balls also leaves unchanged
spaces such as classical BMO(Rn)).

It is easy to construct metric spaces on which the two function spaces defined by generalizing
(0.1) and (0.2) are unequal (see Example 5.1), but we shall see that they are equal for length
spaces (in the sense of Gromov, as defined in Section 3). We are more interested though in
John-Nirenberg type results, i.e. results which say that all (restrictions of) functions in BMO(Ω)
lie in EI(Ω′), where Ω′ ⊂ Ω are fixed open subsets of X. Specifically, we look at two cases: the
global case where Ω = X, and Ω′ = B, a metric ball, and the local case where Ω = Ω′ is a
bounded proper subset of X.

Investigating the local case is our main goal, but we first adapt classical arguments to prove a
global version that we shall need to use in the local case. By Jones’ extension theorem [J], uniform
domains (including balls) in the Euclidean-Lebesgue setting are BMO extension domains, so the
local version for balls follows immediately from the global case. Vodop’yanov and Greshnov [VG]
extended this to show that uniform domains in a complete length space are BMO extension
domains; the authors show that balls in Heisenberg groups are uniform domains, but this rather
special result requires considerable effort.

The problem with this approach is that uniformity, although the right condition for BMO
extendability, is a much stronger condition than what is needed to prove John-Nirenberg. A uni-
form ball is transversely path-connected in a nice way, whereas to prove exponential integrability,
it will suffice to assume much less, namely that the set Ω is an H-chain set, which roughly means
that there exists a “fairly short” chain of balls from any x ∈ Ω to a fixed x0 ∈ Ω. H-chain sets
generalize the notion of Hölder domains but are not necessarily connected (see Section 3); in a
length space, all balls are H-chain sets.

Let us briefly comment on a fallacious argument that may seem to suggest that the local
result for balls follows easily from the global one, namely that since a ball B0 in a doubling
space is “obviously” a doubling subspace of X (i.e. it is a doubling space when equipped with the
restricted metric and measure), the global result for the space B0 gives the local result for the
ball B0. There are two distinct fallacies here. First, the “obvious fact” that a ball is a doubling
space (as used in [RL], for instance) is not in general true, although it can be shown to be true
if X has a length metric. Counterexamples are not hard to construct; see Section 5. Secondly,
even if this “fact” is valid, there are usually B-balls that are not X-subballs of the set B (the
prefix indicates the ambient space). Consequently, BMO(B) may be a stronger condition if we
treat B as a doubling space in its own right than if B is merely a ball in a larger space X. We
give an explicit example in Section 5 where local John-Nirenberg fails even though all balls are
doubling subspaces.

Our main imbedding results are most easily stated in the context of length spaces; this we
now do. These theorems generalise the above-mentioned results of [RR], [JN], [SS2], and [H]; the
necessary definitions are given in Sections 1 and 3.

1For now, suffice it to say that a simply-connected planar domain Ω is a Hölder domain if and only if the
Riemann mapping from the unit disk to Ω is uniformly Hölder continuous.
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Theorem 0.3. Suppose (X, d, µ) is a doubling space and d is a length metric. Then BMOloc(Ω) =
BMO(Ω) for every open Ω ⊂ X. Furthermore, ‖ · ‖BMO(Ω) ≤ C‖ · ‖BMOloc(Ω) for some constant
C dependent only on the doubling constant of µ.

Theorem 0.4. Suppose (X, d, µ) is a doubling space and d is a length metric. Then BMO(Ω) ⊂
EI(Ω) for every Hölder domain Ω ⊂ X. Furthermore,

‖ · ‖EI(Ω) ≤ C‖ · ‖BMO(Ω) (0.5)

for some constant C dependent only on the doubling constant of µ and the Hölder constant of
Ω. In particular, all metric balls support this imbedding with a constant C dependent only on the
doubling constant. Conversely the imbedding (0.5) fails if Ω is not a Hölder domain.

We further refine Theorem 0.4 and related results by introducing a subspace GBMO(Ω)
(“Good BMO”) of BMO(Ω), which equals BMO(Ω) if the local John-Nirenberg result is true.
Thus John-Nirenberg splits into two parts, BMO(Ω) = GBMO(Ω) and GBMO(Ω) ⊂ EI(Ω);
neither part has to be true in a general doubling space (see Section 5), even if Ω is a ball. In the
classical setting, the first part is quite trivial but, interestingly, only this “trivial” part requires
the H-chain condition to work in a general space. The “non-trivial” part follows under a much
weaker assumption OLD(Ω) which roughly says that the measure of the boundary layer of Ω
decays like some positive power of its thickness.

Even in the Euclidean setting with a doubling measure, local John-Nirenberg for balls cannot
be proved by a straightforward adaptation of classical arguments. The otherwise excellent book
of Heinonen, Kilpeläinen, and Martio [HKM, Appendix II], contains a faulty proof of such a John-
Nirenberg inequality; we are grateful to Juha Heinonen for pointing out this error. The problem
is that, unlike a cube, a ball cannot be nicely subdivided into balls of similar size, and so the
classical-type proof must use balls that are only partially contained in B0. Theorem 0.4 fixes this
error; the above-mentioned result of Vodop’yanov and Greshnov also solves the global-to-local
problem for balls in a Euclidean or Heisenberg group setting.

After the preliminary material of Section 1, we prove the global results in Section 2. Section 3
examines H-chain sets, mean porosity, and outer layer decay; in particular we generalize a result
of Koskela and Rohde [KR] by proving that the boundary of an H-chain set is mean porous.
Section 4 proves that H-chain and OLD conditions are sufficient for the two parts of local John-
Nirenberg. Finally, Section 5 contains some counterexamples, and shows that the H-chain and
OLD conditions are often necessary.

I wish to thank Tasuhiro Gotoh for pointing out the short proofs of Proposition 3.2 and
Lemma 3.5 given here.

1. Definitions and notation

Suppose that (X, d) is a metric space. If z ∈ X, r > 0, the ball B(z, r) (or BX(z, r) if the
space needs to be specified) is the set of all y ∈ X such that d(z, y) < r; for us a “ball” is
always such an open metric ball. If B is a ball, we denote its radius and center by r(B) and
z(B) respectively, and write tB, t > 0, for its concentric dilate B(z(B), tr(B)). Note that in
a metric space, the equality B(z1, r1) = B(z2, r2) does not allow us to deduce that z1 = z2 or
that r1 = r2. Consequently, when we say that B is a ball, it is implicitly assumed that we
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are also specifying z(B) and r(B). With this convention, the notation tB is well-defined in any
metric space. Whenever Ω is a proper open subset of a metric space, we define dΩ : Ω → R

by the equation dΩ(x) = dist(x, X \ Ω); we shall also write, for instance, d−1
Ω ((r, R]) in place of

{x ∈ Ω : r < dist(x, X \ Ω) ≤ R}.

A positive Borel measure µ on a metric space (X, d) is said to be doubling if there exists a
constant C such that 0 < µ(2B) ≤ Cµ(B) < ∞ for every ball B in X. We say that (X, d, µ)
is a doubling space if (X, d) is a metric space and µ is a doubling measure on X. A doubling
space is a special case of a homogeneous space in the sense of Coifman and Weiss [CW1]; these
latter spaces merely have a quasimetric rather than a metric. We refer the reader to [CW1] for
an exposition of analysis on homogeneous spaces, and to [HK] for much more on doubling spaces.

The doubling condition is equivalent to the slightly more convenient condition that µ(B1) ≤
Cµ(B2) whenever B2 ⊂ B1 are balls and r(B2) ≥ r(B1)/2. We define the doubling constant
of µ, Cµ, to be the smallest value of C ≥ 1 for which this last condition is valid. We shall
often refer to X as a doubling space, with the understanding that there is an attached metric
d and doubling measure µ. If S ⊂ X has finite positive measure and u : S → R, we write
uS =

∫
S

u dµ = µ(S)−1
∫

S
u dµ.

The following covering lemma follows from [CW1, III.1.2]; note that we can choose k = 5 in
that result since d is a genuine metric.

Lemma 1.1. Suppose U ⊂ X, where U is open and X is a doubling space. If U is covered by
a family B of balls of uniformly bounded radius, then there exists a countable pairwise disjoint
family {Bi}i∈S ⊂ B such that

⋃
i∈S 5Bi ⊃ U .

Let Ω be an open subset of a doubling space X. We now define the subspaces of L1
loc(Ω) that

we call BMO(Ω), BMOloc(Ω), and EI(Ω). First, u ∈ BMO(Ω) (resp. u ∈ BMOloc(Ω)) if there
exists a constant C such that

∫
B
|u−uB | dµ ≤ C for every ball B ⊂ Ω (resp. 2B ⊂ Ω); ‖u‖BMO(Ω)

(resp. ‖u‖BMOloc(Ω)) is the smallest C for which this condition holds. Next, u ∈ EI(Ω) if there
exists a positive constant C such that

∃C ∈ R :

∫

Ω

exp(|u − uΩ|/C) dµ ≤ 16;

‖u‖EI(Ω) is the smallest C for which this condition holds. In general these spaces depend on
both the metric and the measure but it is interesting to note that in the Euclidean setting with
Ω being a cube, BMO(Ω) gives the same space for any measure associated with a weight in the
Muckenhoupt class A∞(Q); see [RR], [G1].

2. Global John-Nirenberg

In a footnote on page 594 of [CW2], it is mentioned that a global John-Nirenberg inequality
holds in any doubling space, but this is not proved (it is proved in [HS] for doubling graphs). In
this section, we give such a proof. In fact we prove a little more, namely that if u ∈ BMO(2B0),
then u ∈ EI(B0), for any ball B0 in a doubling space; this will prove useful in the local case.
Throughout this section, (X, d, µ) is a doubling space, Cµ is its doubling constant, and B0 =
B(z0, r0) is an arbitrary but fixed ball in X.
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Suppose that Bi ⊂ Ω ⊂ X, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, are balls such that r(Bi)/r(Bi−1) ∈ [1/2, 2], and either
Bi−1 contains Bi, or Bi contains Bi−1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We call such a set of balls a nesting
chain of length k in Ω from B0 to Bk. If u ∈ BMO(2B0), and {Bi : 0 ≤ i ≤ k} is any nesting
chain in 2B0, it readily follows from the doubling condition that |uBi

−uBi−1
| ≤ Cµ‖u‖BMO(2B0).

For instance, if Bi−1 ⊂ Bi, then

|uBi
− uBi−1

| ≤

∫

Bi−1

|u − uBi
| dµ ≤ Cµ

∫

Bi

|u − uBi
| dµ ≤ Cµ‖u‖BMO(2B0).

Adding these inequalities for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k gives the following simple lemma.

Lemma 2.1. If {Bi : 0 ≤ i ≤ k} is a nesting chain of length k in 2B0 from B to B′, and
u ∈ BMO(2B0), then |uB − uB′ | ≤ kCµ‖u‖BMO(2B0).

We now state the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.2. If u ∈ BMO(2B0), then ‖u‖EI(B0) ≤ 6Cµ‖u‖BMO(2B0).

The proof of this theorem, like that of the classical John-Nirenberg Theorem, proceeds by
performing nested Calderón-Zygmund type decompositions at an arithmetic sequence of levels.
We isolate this part of the proof in the following lemma, where metric balls {Bm

j } take the place
of the usual Calderón-Zygmund cubes at level m. In our variation of this argument, the covering
and nesting properties are both valid only for dilates of the balls in the decompositions.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that u ∈ BMO(2B0), uB0
= 0, and let α ≥ 6Cµ‖u‖BMO(2B0). Then there

exist balls Bm
j = B(zm

j , rm
j ), j ∈ Im, m ∈ N, where each Im is a countable index set, and for

every m ∈ N, j ∈ Im:

(i) zm
j ∈ B0 and rm

j ≤ r0/16;
(ii) mα < |uBm

j
| ≤ (m + 1/6)α;

(iii) (m − 1/2)α < |u8Bm
j
| ≤ mα;

(iv) |u(x)| ≤ mα, for almost all x ∈ B0 \
⋃

i∈Im 5Bm
i ;

(v) if m > 1, there exists j ′ ∈ Im−1 such that 8Bm
j ⊂ 8Bm−1

j′ ;

(vi) the balls Bm
i , i ∈ Im, are pairwise disjoint.

Proof. By an induction on i, we shall define, for all i, m ∈ N, families Gm
i ⊃ Gm

i−1 of balls with
centers in B0 and radius at most r0/8, from which we define a residual set Sm

i = B0 \
⋃

B∈Gm
i

5B.

We begin the induction by setting Gm
0 = ∅. We next define some auxiliary families of balls for

all i > 0. Let

Bm
i = {B(x, 2−i−3r0) : x ∈ Sm

i−1},

B̃m
i = {B ∈ Bm

i : mα < |uBm
j
|},

and let Fm
i be a countable pairwise disjoint subset of B̃m

i such that the 5-dilates of the balls in Fm
i

cover the union of the balls in B̃m
i ; such a subset exists by Lemma 1.1. We complete the inductive

step by defining Gm
i to be Gm

i−1 ∪ Fm
i . To finish our construction, we define Gm =

⋃∞

i=1 G
m
i ,
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Sm =
⋂∞

i=1 Sm
i , and list all elements of Gm in the form {Bm

j }, where j ranges over a countable
index set Im.

We need to show that the constructed collection of balls have properties (i)–(vi). First note
that if x ∈ B0 and r ≥ r0/8, then there is a nested chain of length 3 in 2B0 from B(x, r) to
B(x, r0). Appending 2B0 and B0 to this chain, we get a nested chain of length five from B(x, r)
to B0. Thus

|uB(x,r)| ≤ 5Cµ‖u‖BMO(2B0) < α, x ∈ B0, r ≥ r0/8. (2.4)

Statements (i) and the lower bound in (ii) follow immediately from the construction. The
upper bound in (iii) holds by construction if Bm

j ∈ Fm
i for some i > 3, and otherwise it is implied

by (2.4); more generally, we see that |uB| ≤ mα, whenever B = 2iBm
j , i ∈ N, and 2irm

j ≤ r0.
Taking B = 2Bm

j , and using the estimate |uBm
j
−u2Bm

j
| ≤ Cµ‖u‖BMO(2B0), we deduce the upper

bound in (ii). Using the lower bound in (ii) and the obvious nested chain of length three from
Bm

j to 8Bm
j , we get the lower bound in (iii).

To show (iv), it suffices to note that if x ∈ B0 ∩ Sm then |uB(x,2−i−2r0)| ≤ mα for all i ∈ N.
Letting i → ∞, and using the Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem for doubling spaces, we deduce
(iv).

As for (v), let us suppose that Bm
j ∈ Fm

i . The lower bound in (ii) implies that either Bm
j

is in B̃m−1
i , or zm

j ∈ B0 \ Sm−1
i−1 , but the first possibility contradicts the upper bound in (ii). In

fact, it is clear that we need a nested chain of length at least two to bridge this gap, and so
zm
j ∈ B ∈ Gm−1

i−2 . Since all of these balls have radius at least four times that of Bm
j , (v) follows

readily.

Finally we must prove (vi). Suppose that that this is false. Let Bj = B(zj , rj), j = 1, 2, denote
an intersecting pairs of balls in Gm. Clearly B1 and B2 are not members of the same family Fm

i

so we may assume that B1 ∈ Gm
i , B2 ∈ Gm \ Gm

i for some fixed i > 0. Since r(B2) < r(B1),
B2 ⊂ 5B1, which contradicts the fact that z2 ∈ Sm

i , and so we are done. �

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Normalize u so that uB0
= 0 and let α = 6Cµ‖u‖BMO(2B0). It suffices to

show that
µ(Sm) ≡ µ({x ∈ B0 : |u(x)| > mα}) ≤ µ(B0)/2(3Cµ)m, m ∈ N. (2.5)

To see this, we write Lm = {x ∈ B0 : mα < |u(x)| ≤ (m + 1)α} if m ∈ N, and L0 = {x ∈ B0 :
|u(x)| ≤ α}. Using (2.5), we get

∫

B0

exp(|u|/α) dµ ≤
1

µ(B0)

(
∞∑

m=0

∫

Lm

exp(|u|/α) dµ

)

≤ e +

∞∑

m=1

em+1 µ(Sm)

µ(B0)
≤ e +

e

2
·

∞∑

m=1

(
e

3Cµ

)m

≤ e +
e2

6Cµ(1 − e/3Cµ)
≤ e +

e2

6(1 − e/3)
< 16.

In the notation of Lemma 2.3, Sm ⊂ Um ≡
⋃

j∈I1 8Bm
j . Since u ∈ BMO(2B0), it readily

follows that

µ(U1) ≤
µ(2B0)‖u‖BMO(2B0)

α
≤

µ(B0)

6Cµ
,
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which gives (2.5) for m = 1. Next, let B ≡ 8Bm
j for some j ∈ Im, m ∈ N, and let

F(B) = {8Bm+1
i : i ∈ Im+1, 8Bm+1

i ⊂ B}.

By Lemma 2.3(iii), |uB−uB′ | ≥ α/2 for all B′ ∈ F(B). It follows from the BMO(2B0) condition
that µ(

⋃
B′∈F(B) B′) ≤ µ(B)/3Cµ. Summing over all B and using the nesting property of these

8-dilates, we have µ(Um+1) ≤ µ(Um)/3Cµ. An easy induction argument now gives (2.5) for all
m ∈ N. �

3. H-chains, Mean Porosity, and Outer Layer Decay

In this section we define and examine the previously mentioned OLD and H-chain conditions.
H-chain sets generalize the concept of Hölder domains (originally defined in [GM] as domains
satisfying a “quasihyperbolic boundary condition”) to the metric space setting, using chains of
balls in place of rectifiable paths. The relationship between Hölder domains and H-chain sets is
analogous to that between John domains and Boman chain sets (John domains and connected
Boman chain sets in a doubling space are defined and discussed in [BKL2]). In each case, the
path condition implies the corresponding chain condition, and this implication can be reversed in
a length space (defined below). However, the chain conditions are satisfied by some disconnected
and non-quasiconvex sets (sets lacking paths of length comparable to the distance between their
endpoints). We shall prove that H-chain sets are OLD and the closely related fact that the
boundary of an H-chain set is mean porous, generalizing a result of Koskela and Rohde [KR].

A length space is a metric space (X, d) in which the distance between any pair of points
equals the infimum of the lengths of rectifiable paths joining them; we say that d is a length
metric. Many doubling spaces have length metrics; an important class of examples are spaces
of Carnot-Carathéodory type (where distance is given as the infimum of lengths of “subunit”
paths), including those spaces associated with Hörmander or Grushin families of vector fields.
The recent literature on these and related spaces is quite extensive; see for instance [GN], [BKL1],
[VSC], [NSW], and many of the references cited therein.

Suppose that Ω is a proper open subset of a doubling space X, of finite positive diameter
R, and let Ωr = d−1

Ω ((0, r)). Given 0 < δ ≤ 1 ≤ K < ∞, we say that Ω is a (δ, K)-OLD set if
µ(Ωr) ≤ (Kr/R)δµ(Ω) for all 0 < r < R. We say that an open subset G ⊂ X is a (δ, K)-BOLD
set if every ball B ⊂ G, B 6= X, is a (δ, K)-OLD set. Above, “OLD” stands for “outer layer
decay”; the term “outer layer” is more accurate than “boundary layer” since, for small r > 0, a
point in Ωr is close to X \ Ω, but it may not be close to ∂Ω—in fact, ∂Ω might even be empty.

For the remainder of this section, it is implicitly assumed that any ball contained in Ω has
radius at most 2 diam(Ω). It is easy to construct spaces with gaps where this is false but this is
not a real restriction since, when viewed as a set, any such oversized ball is all of Ω and equals
the concentric ball of radius 2 diam(Ω).

Suppose that J, K, L ∈ R, J > 1, K, L ≥ 1, and that B∗ ≡ B(z∗, r∗) ⊂ Ω, where Ω is a
proper open subset in the metric space (X, d) and r∗ ≤ diam(Ω). We say that a chain of balls
Bi ≡ B(zi, ri) ⊂ Ω, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, is an H-chain (with respect to Ω and with parameters J, L, B∗) of
length k for B(x, r) ⊂ Ω, r ≤ diam(Ω), if:

(a) (z0, r0) = (x, r) and (zk, rk) = (x∗, r∗);
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(b) if 0 ≤ i < k, then 1/J ≤ ri/ri+1 ≤ J , and Bi ∩ Bi+1 contains a ball B′
i ≡ B(z′i, r

′
i),

r′i = (ri + ri+1)/2J ;
(c) B(zi, Lri) ⊂ Ω, 0 < i < k.

We say that Ω is an H-chain set, with parameters J, K, L, B∗, if every ball B(x, r) ⊂ Ω, r ≤
diam(Ω), possesses an H-chain of length at most K log2(2r∗/r). We say that an open subset G
of X is a BH-chain set with parameters J, K, L if all balls B ⊂ G, B 6= X, are H-chain sets with
parameters J, K, L, and B∗ ≡ (1/L)B.

The condition for an H-chain set is invariant under multiplication of the metric by a positive
constant. Obviously, the definition implies that r∗ is strictly within a factor 2 of the radius of
the largest ball that fits inside Ω, but the choice of B∗ is not otherwise crucial—if B∗ is changed
to any other such large ball, the H-chain set still satisfies the new condition, perhaps with a
larger parameter K. Clearly, the chain condition is stronger when L is larger. In fact, one can
give examples that are chain sets with L = L1 but not with L = L2, for any 1 ≤ L1 < L2—it
suffices to consider Ω = B(0, 1) ⊂ X, where X is a subset of the Euclidean line having the form
{0}∪

⋃∞

k=1{1+c−k, 1−c−k} for a suitable value of c ∈ (0, 1). When the H-chain condition is used
as a hypothesis in this paper, the choice of parameter L = 1 usually suffices, but occasionally we
need L > 1. Consequently, when we show that certain classes of sets are H-chain sets, we shall
remark that it is possible to take L > 1 if this is the case, as it usually is.

A useful property of H-chains is that they can be spliced. If {Bi}
k
i=0 is an H-chain for a ball

B, then for any 0 < j < k we get another H-chain (possibly longer or shorter) if we replace the
balls {Bi}

k
i=j by the balls in some H-chain of Bj. It follows that if {Bi}

k
i=0 is a minimal length

H-chain for a particular ball B, then {Bi}
k
i=j is also a minimal length H-chain for Bj , and that

ri ≤ 2r∗2
−(k−i)/K , 0 ≤ i ≤ k. (3.1)

BH-chain sets include all length spaces. For instance, the specific chains in the paragraph
after Theorem 4.5 suffice to prove this with J = 2, K = L = 1 (one could instead take L = 2,
for instance, but then one needs to sacrifice the nesting property of that particular chain).

H-chain sets are closely connected with Hölder domains; these domains appear to have been
defined only in Euclidean space, but can be generalized to a metric space setting: a proper open
subset Ω in a metric space (X, d), is a Hölder domain if there exists some constant C such that
for every x ∈ Ω we can find a path γx joining x to a fixed point x∗ ∈ Ω such that

∫

γx

ds

dΩ(x)
≤ C log

(
C

dΩ(x)

)
,

where ds is arclength measure. The reader may recognise the above integral as the quasihyperbolic
length of γx; for more on Hölder domains and the quasihyperbolic metric in Euclidean spaces,
see [K]. The notion of a Hölder domain has proved useful in complex dynamics and elsewhere;
see for example [GS].

A Hölder domain is always an H-chain set with L = 2, say, since we can cover the Hölder
path γx by balls B(γx(ti), dΩ(γx(ti))/2), where the quasihyperbolic distance between γx(ti−1)
and γx(ti) is 1/100, say, for each i (although we allow the distance for i = k to be smaller than
this). Conversely, H-chain sets are Hölder domains in a length space, or in any other space where
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any pair of points in a ball can be joined in the ball by a path of length comparable with the

ball’s radius. In this case, we dilate the chain balls by a factor slightly less than 1 so that they

are of uniformly bounded quasihyperbolic diameter but still overlap, and then we connect each

point in Bi−1 ∩ Bi with a point in Bi ∩ Bi+1 by a path of length comparable with r(Bi); the

details are left to the reader.

Without some restriction, H-chain sets might not be Hölder domains. For example, if X =

R2 \ ({1/2}×R) with the Euclidean metric attached, then BX((0, 0), 1) is a disconnected H-chain

ball. Alternatively, if X is the real line with the metric d(x, y) = |x−y|p for some 0 < p < 1, then

X is a BH-chain set with no non-constant rectifiable paths. The interested reader is invited to

construct (as can be done) a BH-chain space X which has a non-Hölder ball, although every pair

of points in this ball can be connected by a rectifiable path (without length control, of course).

The bound on the length of an H-chain implies that an H-chain set Ω contains no large ball,

i.e. no ball of radius r > 2r∗. On the other hand, chain balls for B(x, r) must have radius at least

c(r/r∗)
Nr∗, for some positive c, N . We may for instance take N = K log2 J and c = J−K , but

we cannot in general take N = 1. In the Euclidean plane, for example, let us define Ω to be the

union of a central square S0 connected to a sequence of smaller squares Sj , j ∈ N, via narrow

square necks Tj , defined as follows:

S0 = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : |x| < 2, |y| < 2},

Sj = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : |x − aj| < sj , |y − 2 − 2tj − sj | < sj}, j ∈ N,

Tj = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : |x − aj| < tj , |y − 2 − tj | ≤ tj}, j ∈ N,

where aj = 2−j+1, sj = 2−j−1, and tj = 2−Nj . Taking B∗ = B(0, 1), it is not hard to show that

Ω is an H-chain set (with J = L = 2, and K = K(N)). However if z = (aj, 2 + 2tj + sj) and

r = sj/2, for some large j, then the H-chain for B(z, r) must pass through Tj , and so it includes
balls of radius comparable with rN .

Gehring and Martio [GM] show that Euclidean Hölder domains are bounded; see also the

results of Gotoh [G1, Section 6]. We now give an H-chain version of this.

Proposition 3.2. Any H-chain set with parameters J, K, L, B(x∗, r∗) has diameter at most

(8K − 1)r∗.

Proof. Let Ω be an H-chain set with the indicated parameters, and let us fix a ball B(x, r) ⊂ Ω,

and let (Bi)
k
i=0 be a minimal length H-chain for B(x, r). By (3.1), we see that

d(x, x∗) + r∗ ≤ 2

k∑

i=0

ri ≤ 4r∗

k∑

i=0

2−(k−i)/K ≤
4r∗

1 − 2−1/K
≤ 8Kr∗. �

We next intend to show that if (X, d) is a metric space, and Ω ( X is an H-chain set, then ∂Ω

is mean porous, as defined by Koskela and Rohde [KR]. Let us begin by defining mean porosity
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for a bounded measurable subset E of X; it is convenient to normalize d so that diam(E) ≤ 1.
Suppose that 0 < δ < 1 < D and n0 ∈ N. For every x ∈ E and n ∈ N, we write

Aj(x) = {y ∈ X : D−j < d(x, y) ≤ D−j+1},

χj(x) =

{
1, if ∃ y ∈ (X \ E) ∩ Aj(x) : d(y, E) > δ(D − 1)d(x, y)

0, otherwise,

σn(x) =

n∑

j=1

χj(x).

Then E is (D, δ, n0)-mean porous if σn(x) > n/2 for all n ≥ n0 and all x ∈ E.

The parameter D in the above definition corresponds to 1 + ε in [KR], where it is assumed
that ε ≤ 1. By contrast, we shall typically choose D to be rather large.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that (X, d) is a metric space, and that Ω is a proper open subset of
X. If Ω is an H-chain set with parameters J, K, L, and B∗ ≡ B(z∗, r∗), for some 2B∗ ⊂ Ω and
L = 1, then ∂Ω is (J +2, δ, n0)-mean porous, where δ, n0 depend only on J , K, and r∗/ diam(Ω).
Furthermore, if µ is a doubling measure on X with doubling constant Cµ, then Ω is an OLD set
with parameters δ, K dependent only on J , K, r∗/ diam(Ω), and Cµ.

The last statement in Theorem 3.3 is roughly analogous to the fact that in the Euclidean-
Lebesgue setting, the boundary of a Hölder domain in Rn has Minkowski dimension less than
n. This was proved by Jones and Makarov [JM] in the planar simply-connected space, by Smith
and Stegenga [SS2] in Rn, and was sharpened (for n ≥ 3) and generalized to mean porous sets by
Koskela and Rohde [KR]; see also [B2] where doubling measures in Euclidean space are considered.
A closer analogy to these earlier results would be to say that if E = ∂Ω is the boundary of a
Hölder domain or of a bounded mean porous set, and if Er denotes the r diam(E)-neighborhood
of E, then µ(Er) ≤ Kr−δµ(E1), 0 < r < 1; this is true and can be proved in the same manner.
However, we shall need to know that the measure of the part of Ω close to X \ Ω is small, not
just the part close to ∂Ω.

For the proof of Theorem 3.3, we need two preliminary results. The first is a variant of a
rather well-known type of lemma. We omit the proof, which amounts to the boundedness of
the maximal operator on Lp(X), 1 < p ≤ ∞, with the norm estimates that one gets from the
standard proof of this fact using the Marcinkiewicz Interpolation Theorem; for other variants of
this lemma, see [Bo] and [B2].

Lemma 3.4. Suppose that 1 ≤ k, R < ∞ and that F is a family of balls in a doubling space X.
Then there exists a constant C dependent only on Cµ and R such that

‖
∑

B∈F

χRB‖Lk(X) ≤ Ck ‖
∑

B∈F

χB‖Lk(X).

The second result needed in the proof of Theorem 3.3 is the following lemma which generalizes
to the context of H-chain sets a theorem of Smith and Stegenga [SS1, Theorem 3] (see also [G2]) for
the quasihyperbolic geodesic in a Euclidean Hölder domain; this relationship is somewhat clouded
by the difference between the language of minimal length H-chains and that of quasihyperbolic
geodesics.
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Lemma 3.5. Suppose that (X, d) is a metric space, and that Ω is a proper open subset of X. If Ω
is an H-chain set with parameters J, K, L, and B∗ ≡ B(z∗, r∗) and {Bj = B(zj , rj)}

k
j=0 is a min-

imal length H-chain for some ball in Ω, then for each 0 ≤ j ≤ k, k−j ≤ K log2

(
4Kr∗/

∑j
i=0 ri

)
.

Proof. Using (3.1), we see that

j∑

i=0

ri ≤ 2r∗

j∑

i=0

2−(k−i)/K ≤ 2r∗
2−(k−j)/K

1 − 2−1/K
≤ 4Kr∗2

−(k−j)/K

This is equivalent to the desired inequality. �

Proof of Theorem 3.3. We normalize d so that diam(Ω) = 1. We may assume that 2B∗ ⊂ Ω,
r∗ ≤ 1/2 (otherwise replace B∗ by (1/2)B∗). We first tackle the mean porosity of Ω. For this
part of the proof, we write D = J + 2 and we may assume that ∂Ω 6= ∅. Let us fix x ∈ ∂Ω and
n ≥ n0 ≡ 4d1 + logD(1/r∗)e, and let Aj(x), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, be the annuli in the definition of mean
porosity.

We first show that there exists a point y ∈ Ω such that d(x, y) ∈ (D−n−1, D−n] that possesses a
“short” H-chain. We choose any x′ ∈ Ω with d(x, x′) ≤ D−n−2. Let {B′

i = B(z′i, r
′
i) : 0 ≤ i ≤ k′}

be a minimal length H-chain for B(x′, dΩ(x′)/L). Since x /∈ Ω ⊃ B′
i, it follows that r′i ≤ d(z′i, x)

and, since balls Bi and Bi+1 overlap,

d(z′i+1, x) ≤ d(z′i+1, z
′
i) + d(z′i, x) < r′i+1 + r′i + d(z′i, x) ≤ Dd(z′i, x).

Thus we can choose y to be the first point z′j for which d(z′j, x) > D−n−1. Writing r = r′j , it

follows from Lemma 3.5 that B(y, r) has an H-chain of length at most K log2(4KDn+2r∗).

Let {Bi = B(zi, ri) : 0 ≤ i ≤ k} be a minimal length H-chain for B(y, r). We shall show that
most of the annuli Aj(x) contain a positive but suitably bounded number of the zi’s. Positivity
for j ∈ N ∩ [n0/4, n] follows rather easily. Since j ≤ n, we have d(y, x) ≤ D−j . On the other
hand, since j ≥ n0/4 > 1 + logD(1/2r∗), it follows that

D−j+1 < 2r∗ ≤ dΩ(x∗) ≤ d(x∗, x).

Thus the H-chain {Bi} must “pass through” the annular region Aj(x). But, as with the chain
for x′, we have ri ≤ d(zi, x) and d(zi+1, x) ≤ Dd(zi, x), and so for each j ∈ [n0/4, n], there exists
i ∈ (0, k) such that zi ∈ Aj(x).

Now k ≤ K log2(4KDn+2r∗) < K(n + log2 K + 4) log2 D and, for an appropriate constant c′,
n + log2 K + 4 ≤ c′bn − n0/4c. A simple counting argument thus implies that numerically less
than one in three of the annuli Aj(x), n0/4 ≤ j ≤ n, contain N ≡ 3Kc′ log2 D or more points zi;
we call annuli containing at least N centers bad annuli and all others good annuli. For each good
annulus Aj(x), define an index ij ∈ (0, k) so that zij

∈ Aj(x) and ri ≤ rij
whenever zi ∈ Aj(x).

Since n − n0/4 ≥ 3n/4, more than half of all annuli Aj(x), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, are good annuli and
rij

≥ (D − 1)D−j/2N . Since Bij
⊂ Ω, we see that ∂Ω satisfies a (D, 1/2ND, n0)-mean porosity

condition.
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It remains to prove the decay estimate for the measure of Ωr = d−1
Ω ((0, r)). We choose

D = 2J + 4. Suppose that n ≥ n0 and x′ ∈ ΩD−n−2 \ΩD−n−3 , where n0 ≡ 4d1 + logD(1/r∗)e. As
before we write

Aj(x
′) = {y ∈ X : D−j < d(x′, y) ≤ D−j+1}.

We pick x ∈ X \ Ω such that d(x, x′) ≤ D−n−2. Let {B′
i = B(z′i, r

′
i) : 0 ≤ i ≤ k′} be a minimal

length H-chain for B(x′, dΩ(x′)/L). Then r′i ≤ d(z′i, x) ≤ d(z′i, x
′) + D−n−2 and so

d(z′i+1, x
′) ≤ d(z′i+1, z

′
i) + d(z′i, x

′) < r′i+1 + r′i + d(z′i, x
′) ≤ (J + 2)(d(z′i, x

′) + D−n−2).

Choosing y to be the first point z′j for which d(z′j , x
′) > D−n−1, and r = r′j , it follows that

d(z′j−1, x
′) > D−n−2 and hence that d(y, x′) ≤ D−n. By Lemma 3.5, y has an H-chain of length

at most K log2(4KDn+1r∗).

Let {Bi = B(zi, ri) : 0 ≤ i ≤ k} be a minimal length H-chain for B(y, r). Now n0/4 ≥
1 + logD(1/r∗), and so if j ≥ n0/4, then

d(x∗, x
′) ≥ dΩ(x∗) − dΩ(x′) ≥ 2r∗ − D−n−2 > r∗ ≥ D−j+1.

Thus the H-chain must “pass through” Aj(x
′) for every j ∈ [n0/4, n]. As before, we see that

d(zi+1, x
′) < (J + 2)(d(zi, x

′) + D−n−2), and so d(zi+1, x
′) ≤ D−n−1 if d(zi, x

′) ≤ D−n−2, while
d(zi+1, x

′) < Dd(zi, x
′) otherwise. Arguing as in the mean porosity part of the proof, we see that

there are at least n/2 good indices j ∈ [n/4, n] for which there exist points wj ≡ zij
∈ Aj(x

′)
with

dΩ(wj) > (D − 1)d(wj , x
′)/2ND, (3.6)

for some appropriate positive number 1 < N < ∞.

We write B = {B(v, dΩ(v)/20) : v ∈ Ω1}. Using Lemma 1.1, we extract a countable pairwise
disjoint subfamily F of B such that

⋃
B∈F 5B = Ω. Our first aim is to show that the sum

S ≡
∑

B∈F χC1B of characteristic functions is bounded below by c1(1+log r−1) on Ωr, 0 < r < 1;
here, C1 = 50ND/(D − 1) + 5 and c1 > 0 are constants dependent untimately only on J and K.
More precisely, we claim that S(x′) ≥ n/4, for our arbitrary point x′ ∈ ΩD−n−2 \ ΩD−n−3 and
n ≥ n0.

Let j ∈ [n/4, n] be a good index and let Bj ≡ B(vj , dΩ(vj)/20) ∈ F be such that wj ∈ 5Bj.
Since d(vj , wj) < dΩ(vj)/4, we have

dΩ(wj) + dΩ(vj)/4 > dΩ(vj) > dΩ(wj) − dΩ(vj)/4,

and so
4dΩ(wj)/3 > dΩ(vj) > 4dΩ(wj)/5. (3.7)

By (3.6) and half of (3.7), we see that x′ ∈ C1B
j.

It would follow that S(x′) ≥ n/2, which is stronger than our claim, if we could show that
balls Bj corresponding to distinct good indices are distinct. However this might not be the case
for successive good indices j, j + 1 since wj and wj+1 might be rather close to each other. We
therefore thin out the collection of indices a little by choosing a maximal subcollection j1, j2, . . . , jl

of the good indices that satisfy ji+1 ≥ ji + 2 for each value of i < l; we call the indices in this
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subcollection better indices. Clearly there are at least n/4 better indices and so the claim follows if
we show that the balls Bj corresponding to distinct better indices are distinct. Suppose therefore
that j′ < j are any pair of better indices, and so j ≥ j ′ + 2. Now,

d(wj , x) ≤ d(wj, x
′) + d(x′, x) < D−j+1 + D−n−2 < 2D−j+1. (3.8)

By (3.7),
d(wj′ , vj′) < dΩ(vj′)/4 < dΩ(wj′)/3 < (d(wj′ , x′) + D−n−2)/3

and so

d(vj′ , wj) > d(wj′ , x′) − d(wj′ , vj′) − d(wj , x
′)

> 2d(wj′ , x′)/3 − D−n−2/3 − 2D−j+1 > D−j′

/3. (3.9)

Combining (3.8) and (3.9), we see that

dΩ(vj′) < d(vj′ , wj) + d(wj , x) < 2d(vj′ , wj),

from which it follows that wj /∈ Bj′

. Thus Bj′

and Bj are distinct, as required.

We finish the proof by using a similar argument to that in [KR]. Since S(y) >∼ log r−1 for
y ∈ Ωr, it suffices to find a > 0, dependent only on allowed parameters, such that

∫

Ω1

exp(aS(y)) dµ(y) <∼ µ(Ω1), 0 < r < 1.

Clearly,
∫

Ω1

eaS dµ ≤
∑

k≥0

∫

Ω1

(aS)k

k!
dµ ≤ µ(Ω1) +

∑

k>0

ak

k!

∫

Ω1

(
∑

B∈F

χC1B

)k

dµ.

By Lemma 3.4, there exists a constant C dependent only on C1 and Cµ such that

∫

Ω1

eaS(y) dµ(y) ≤ µ(Ω1) +
∑

k>0

(aCk)k

k!

∫

Ω1

(
∑

B∈F

χB

)k

dµ

<∼ µ(Ω1)

(
1 +

∑

k>0

(aCk)k

k!

)
.

This last series converges for all a < 1/Ce, and so we are done. �

In the above proof, we employed a “big D” method to prove mean porosity and outer layer
decay. Since it may be useful elsewhere, let us sketch a “small D” method which is more consistent
with the method of [KR] but does not work in the full generality considered above. For this
alternative method to work we need to assume that any ball containing points on both sides of
an open annular region must also contain a point inside the annulus; this is of course true if balls
are assumed to be connected. We also need to assume that Ω is an H-chain set with parameter
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L > 1, rather than merely L ≥ 1 as above; this is not a serious restriction since, as mentioned
previously, we can always take L = 2 if Ω is a Hölder domain.

For this alternative method, we take D = 1 + ε, where ε = 1/CK and C is a sufficiently
large, but universal, constant. Given x ∈ ∂Ω, and a large n ∈ N, we find as before a point y ∈ Ω
with a short H-chain such that d(x, y) is less than, but comparable to, D−n. For appropriate C,
the number of balls in a suitable H-chain for B(y, dΩ(y)/2) is less than n/4, say. One can then
deduce that for at least half of the integers 1 ≤ j ≤ n, there exists a chain ball Bij

that has
points on both sides of Aj(x) and so cannot be very small. By our extra assumption, it contains
a point in Aj(x) whose distance to the boundary is comparable to the radius of the ball (since
L > 1). Mean porosity now follows more or less as before.

Let us finish this section by briefly discussing the relationship between, on the one hand, the
OLD and H-chain conditions and, on the other, the ADP and chain conditions introduced in
[B1]. The ADP condition, defined only for balls, says that the µ-measure of an annular region
B(x, R)\B(x, R−r) is at most (Kr/R)δµ(B(x, R)) for some K, δ. Since dB(x,R)(y) ≥ R−d(x, y),
ADP is a stronger condition than OLD. The two conditions are equivalent if this inequality is an
equality, as is the case for balls in Euclidean and many length spaces. However, it is not difficult
to give examples of non-ADP balls that are OLD.

The notion in [B1] of a chain ball in a metric space (X, d), is easily seen to be equivalent to the
following definition of a J-chain ball (modulo a quantitatively controlled change of parameters);
our new terminology is inspired by the fact that this condition is similar to the classical notion of
a John domain (although neither condition implies the other). A ball B(Z, R) ⊂ X is a J-chain
ball, with parameters α, β > 1, if for every x ∈ B(Z, R) there is an integer k = k(x) ≥ 0 and a
chain of balls Bi = B(zi, ri), 0 ≤ i ≤ k, with the following properties:

(i) B0 = B(x, (R − d(x, Z))/β) and Bk = B(Z, R/2);
(ii) Bi ∩ Bi+1 is non-empty, 0 ≤ i < k;
(iii) x ∈ αBi, 0 ≤ i ≤ k;
(iv) ri = (R − d(zi, Z))/β, 0 ≤ i < k.

A J-chain ball contains chains satisfying the following assumptions (possibly with different
α, β), where c > 0, ρ > 1 are fixed constants depending on α, β:

(ii′) Bi ∩ Bi+1 contain a ball of radius cr(Bi), 0 ≤ i < k;
(v) ri ≥ cρi(R − d(x, z0)), 0 ≤ i ≤ k.

To get (ii′), we simply replace β by (1 + β)/2 above, and alter the chain radii accordingly. To
make (v) true, we need to make two types of changes. First, we must “thin out” the chain so
that d(zi, zj) >∼ ri, 0 < i < j < k; this can be done without affecting the other conditions, except
for a controlled change in c. The doubling condition then implies that after a bounded number
of steps we reach a ball Bi1 , with ri1/r0 > 2. This process cannot immediately be iterated, since
the points zi may wander back near x for large i, thus leading to small values of ri. We therefore
discard the balls Bi, i > i1 and append the full J-chain for zi1 before iterating this whole process;
we leave the details to the reader (see also [BKL2]). Thus we may define a J-chain ball as a ball
satisfying (i), (ii′), (iv), and (v) for appropriate c > 0 and α, β, ρ > 1; (iii) follows from the other
conditions. With this new definition, it is easy to see that J-chain balls are H-chain sets (with
L = β). In the converse direction, it is not hard to come up with examples of balls which are
H-chain sets but not J-chain balls (this is analogous to the fact that Hölder domains are a strictly
larger class than John domains).
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4. Local John-Nirenberg: Sufficiency

Smith and Stegenga [SS2] and Hurri-Syrjänen [H] proved that in the Euclidean-Lebesgue
setting, a necessary and sufficient condition for the inequality ‖ ·‖EI(Ω) ≤ C‖ ·‖BMO(Ω) to hold is
that Ω is a Hölder domain. In this section, we shall strengthen the sufficiency part of this result;
necessity is left for the next section. Throughout this section, (X, d, µ) is a doubling space with
doubling constant Cµ.

Theorem 4.1. If Ω ( X is an H-chain set, with H-chain parameter L = 2, then BMOloc(Ω) ⊂
EI(Ω). Furthermore, ‖ · ‖EI(Ω) ≤ C‖ · ‖BMOloc(Ω), where C depends only on Cµ and the H-chain
parameters J , K, and r∗/ diam(Ω).

Given an open set Ω ⊂ X with a distinguished ball B∗, let GBMO(Ω) (resp. GBMOloc(Ω))
be the space of all u ∈ BMO(Ω) (resp. BMOloc(Ω)) such that

∃C ∈ R : 2B ⊂ Ω, r(B) ≤ diam(Ω) =⇒ |uB − uB∗
| ≤ C

(
1 + log2

diam(Ω)

r(B)

)
.

Let ‖u‖GBMO(Ω) (resp. ‖u‖GBMOloc(Ω)) be either ‖u‖BMO(Ω) (resp. ‖u‖BMOloc(Ω)) or the smallest
C for which the above condition is valid, whichever is larger. Note that the choice of B∗ can affect
the norms ‖u‖GBMO(Ω) and ‖u‖GBMOloc(Ω), but leaves the sets GBMO(Ω) and GBMOloc(Ω)
unchanged. If Ω is an H-chain set, we implicitly choose the GBMO ball B∗ to equal the H-chain
ball B∗.

It is easily verified that if u ∈ EI(Ω)∩BMO(Ω) then u ∈ GBMO(Ω) (with control of norms
once B∗ is fixed). Thus we can split the local John-Nirenberg imbedding is equivalent to the
combination of the following pair of imbeddings:

‖ · ‖GBMO(Ω) ≤ C1‖ · ‖BMO(Ω), (4.2)

‖ · ‖EI(Ω) ≤ C2‖ · ‖GBMO(Ω). (4.3)

Let us also label the (more) local versions of these inequalities:

‖ · ‖GBMOloc(Ω) ≤ C1‖ · ‖BMOloc(Ω), (4.2′)

‖ · ‖EI(Ω) ≤ C2‖ · ‖GBMOloc(Ω). (4.3′)

The H-chain condition is tailor-made to give (4.2) and (4.2 ′), as we shall now see.

Proposition 4.4. If Ω ( X is an H-chain set, then (4.2) holds; if the H-chain parameter L is
at least 2, then (4.2 ′) also holds. The parameter C1 depends only on Cµ, r∗/ diam(Ω), and the
H-chain parameters J , K.

Proof. We normalise d so that diam(Ω) = 1. Because neighbouring H-chain balls overlap on a
ball of comparable radius, we can prove as in Lemma 2.1 that there exists a constant C dependent
only on Cµ and the H-chain parameter J such that |uB − uB∗

| ≤ Ck‖u‖BMO(Ω), where k is the
length of the H-chain from a ball B satisfying 2B ⊂ Ω to the distinguished ball B∗. H-chain
Property (b) now implies the required result. Inequality (4.2 ′) is handled similarly. �

In the case of a length space, we can strengthen Proposition 4.4 as follows.
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Theorem 4.5. Suppose that d is a length metric on X and that Ω ( X is open. Then an

inequality of type (4.2) or (4.2 ′) is true if and only if Ω is an H-chain set (and we may take

L = 2). If Ω ⊂ X is a ball then (4.2) is true with C1 = Cµ.

To prove this theorem, we need to show that the H-chain condition is necessary, a task we

postpone until the next section, and we also need the sharpened estimate in the last statement.

For the latter, we fix an arbitrary ball B = B(Z, R). The required estimate follows from Lemma

2.1 if we construct a nesting chain B(zi, ri), i = 0, . . . , k ≡ blog2(R/r)c + 1 in B(Z, R) from

B0 = B(x, r) to Bk = B(Z, R), whenever B(x, 2r) ⊂ B(Z, R). The length condition ensures the

existence, for every ε > 0 and y, y′ ∈ X, of paths γ
(ε)
y,y′ connecting y and y′, with arclength no

more than d(y, y′) + ε; we assume without loss of generality that these paths are parametrized

by arclength. Let z0 = x, let ri = 2ir for all 0 ≤ i < k, and let rk = R. It remains to define the

points zi, 0 < i ≤ k. Given zi−1, let zi = Z if Z ∈ Bi−1; otherwise, we choose zi = γ
(r/k)
zi−1,Z(ri).

These balls may “creep” closer to X \ B(X, R), but the choice of ε ensures that they all remain

within B(Z, R). We leave to the reader the routine verification that this chain has the required

properties.

Theorem 4.6. If Ω ( X is a (δ, K)-OLD set, then (4.3 ′) holds for some C2 dependent only on

Cµ, δ, and K.

Theorem 4.6, together with Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 3.3, implies Theorem 4.1. In the

case of a length space, it can be strengthened as follows.

Theorem 4.7. Suppose that d is a length metric on X and that Ω ( X is open. Then an

inequality of type (4.3) or (4.3 ′) is true if and only if Ω is an OLD set. In particular, if B ⊂ X

is a ball then (4.3 ′) is true with C2 dependent only on Cµ.

Since length space are BOLD sets with universal constants, the only part of Theorem 4.7 that

does not follow readily from Theorem 4.6 is the necessity of the OLD condition. We postpone

the proof of this until the next section.

As discussed in Section 3, length spaces are BH-chain sets, and in them the concepts of H-

chain sets and Hölder domains coincide. Thus Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 imply Theorem 0.4—in fact

we may replace BMO(Ω) with BMOloc(Ω) (and similarly for the norms). Theorem 0.3 follows

easily from this stronger version of Theorem 0.4, since if u ∈ BMOloc(Ω), then u ∈ BMOloc(B)

for any B ⊂ Ω, and the resulting exponential integrability over B implies the boundedness of∫
B
|u − uΩ| dµ.

For the proof of Theorem 4.6, we need the following Calderón-Zygmund decomposition. This

lemma and Lemma 2.3 are quite different in one important respect: all balls Bj,k below are

elements of a single decomposition, whereas the balls Bm
j in Lemma 2.3 form a sequence of

nested decompositions indexed by m.

Lemma 4.8. Suppose that Ω is a proper open subset of X with diameter 0 < R < ∞ and

distinguished sub-ball B∗. Suppose further that u ∈ GBMOloc(Ω) with uB∗
= 0, and that β ≥

‖u‖GBMOloc(Ω). For k ∈ N, let Ak = d−1
Ω ((2−kR, 2−k+1R]) and Ãk = d−1

Ω ((2−k−1R, 2−k+2R)).
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Then there exists a collection of pairwise disjoint balls {Bj,k = B(zj,k, rj,k)} where (j, k) ranges
over some subset of N × N such that for all such pairs (j, k),

(i) 8Bj,k ⊂ Ãk and rj,k ≤ dΩ(zj,k)/32;
(ii) (k + 5)β < |uBj,k

| ≤ (k + 6)β;
(iii) |u8Bj,k

| ≤ (k + 5)β;
(iv) |u(x)| ≤ (k + 5)β, for almost all x ∈ Ak \

⋃
i 5Bi,k.

Proof. The annuli Ak partition Ω, so we can define the indicator function n(x) = k for x ∈ Ak.
For any ball B = B(x, r), x ∈ Ω, define a(B) = |uB |/(n(x) + 5)β. Let us normalise d so
that R = 1. We shall inductively define families Gi ⊃ Gi−1, i ∈ N, of balls B(x, r), x ∈ Ω,
r ≤ dΩ(x)/32, from which we define a residual set Si = Ω \

⋃
B∈Gi

5B. We begin by setting

G0 = ∅. Inductively for all i ∈ N, let

Bi = {B(x, 2−i−4dΩ(x)) : x ∈ Si−1},

B̃′
i = {B ∈ Bi : a(B) > 1},

and let Fi be a countable pairwise disjoint subset of B̃i such that the 8-dilates of the balls in Fi

cover the union of the balls in B̃i. We complete the inductive step by defining Gi to be Gi−1 ∪Fi.
To finish our construction, we define G =

⋃∞

i=1 Gi, S =
⋂∞

i=1 Si, and list all elements B(x, r) of
G in the form {Bj,k}, where k = n(x), and j is simply a counter.

Since log2(1/dΩ(x)) < n(x) and u ∈ GBMO(Ω), we have a(B) ≤ 1 for all balls B ≡ B(x, r),
dΩ(x)/16 ≤ r ≤ dΩ(x)/2. With this hint, the proof that the balls Bj,k have the desired properties
is very similar to that in Lemma 2.3, so we leave the details to the reader. �

Proof of Theorem 4.6. Normalize u so that uB∗
= 0. Let α ≡ 6Cµ‖u‖BMOloc(Ω) and β ≡

‖u‖GBMOloc(Ω). The conclusion is readily deduced from the estimate

µ(Sm) ≡ µ({x ∈ Ω : |u(x)| > m(α + 2β)})

≤ [2(6−2m)δK + 2−13−mC3−m
µ ] µ(Ω). (4.9)

Let {Bj,k} and Ak be as in Lemma 4.8 for β ≡ ‖u‖GBMOloc(Ω). Since 16Bj,k ⊂ Ω, we can apply
(2.5) with α ≡ 6Cµ‖u‖BMOloc(Ω) to get that

µ({x ∈ 8Bj,k : |u(x) − uBj,k
| > mα}) ≤

µ(8Bj,k)

2(3Cµ)m
≤

µ(Bj,k)

2 · 3mCm−3
µ

.

Lemma 4.8(ii) now implies that

µ( {x ∈ 8Bj,k : |u(x)| > m(α + 2β)} ) ≤ µ(Bj,k)/2 · 3mCm−3
µ , k ≤ 2m − 6,

and so, writing Ωm =
⋃∞

k=2m−5 Ak, we have

µ({x ∈ Ω \ Ωm : |u(x)| ≤ m(α + 2β)}) ≤ µ(Ω)/2 · 3mCm−3
µ . (4.10)
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But Ω is (δ, K)-OLD, and so µ(Ωm) ≤ 2(6−2m)δK. Combining this with (4.10), we deduce
(4.9). �

5. Local John-Nirenberg: Necessity

In Section 4, we saw that a local John-Nirenberg inequality holds for all H-chain sets. In this
section we examine the necessity of the H-chain condition (and of OLD for (4.3)). We begin with
a pair of examples, which show that the local John-Nirenberg inequality is true for certain sets
that are not H-chain (or even OLD) sets, but false for other such sets (even for balls). We use
notation such as BMOX(Ω) to indicate BMO(Ω) with respect to the ambient space X.

Example 5.1. First, we define a discrete metric subspace Y of (R2, d) where d is the “square
metric” given by d(a, b) = max(|a1− b1|, |a2− b2|), and subscripts denote coordinates. The set Y
has as elements the origin and points xi = (1−2−i−1, 2−i), yi = (1−di, 2

−i), and zi = (1+di, 2
−i),

i ∈ N, where 0 < di ≤ 4−i−1. We define a Borel measure µ on Y by the equations µ({a}) = w(a),
a ∈ X, where w : Y → R is defined by the equations w(0) = 1, w(xi) = w(yi) = w(zi) = 2−i. It
is clear that Y is a doubling space, as is its subspace X which contains the origin and the points
xi, zi only.

Let BX ≡ BX(0, 1) and BY ≡ BY (0, 1). BX is an H-chain set in X, and so BMOX(BX) ⊂
EI(BX). On the other hand, BY is not an H-chain set in Y , since any chain of intersecting balls
in BY from BY (yi, di) to BY (0, 1/2) must involve a transition from a ball around yi of radius
at most 2di ≤ 4−i to an intersecting ball around another point of radius exceeding 2−i−1 − di.

Additionally, if di = 4−i2−1, then BY is not even an OLD set.

However, regardless of the choise of di ≤ 4−i−1, we claim that BMOY (BY ) ⊂ EI(BY ).
Suppose that u ∈ BMOY (BY ), where we may normalise ‖u‖BMOY (BY ) = 1. If x ∈ X and r > 0,
then the only difference between balls BY (x, r) and BX(x, r) is that BY (x, r) might contain
some points yi /∈ BX(x, r); in any such case, the partner point xi lies in both balls. Thus the
measures of the two balls differ by a factor at most 2. Additionally, BY (xi, 2

−i−1) = {xi, yi},
and so |u(xi) − u(yi)| ≤ 2. It follows that |uBY (x,r) − uBX(x,r)| ≤ 2 and that ‖u‖BMOX(BX ) ≤
2(1+2) = 6. Similarly, the consequent exponential integrability of |u−uBX

| on BX easily implies
the exponential integrability of |u − uBY

| on BY , thus proving our claim.

We note one interesting feature of the space X. As already noted BMO(BX) ⊂ EI(BX).
However BMOloc = L1(X), a much bigger space than BMO(BX), since if B is a ball containing
xi, i ∈ N, and 2B ⊂ BX , then B = {xi}.

Example 5.2. Let Z = Y \ {xi : i ∈ N}, where Y is as in Example 5.1 with di = 4−i−1. The ball
BZ ≡ BZ(0, 1) is an OLD, but not an H-chain, set. Defining u(0) = 0 and u(yi) = 2i/i2, i ∈ N,
it is easy to see that u ∈ BMOZ(BZ) \ GBMOZ(BZ).

The pathology in Example 5.1 is due to the fact that BY is a rather unpleasant ball. Our first
theorem in this section says that if balls are uniformly H-chain sets then the H-chain condition is
a necessary condition for the first part of the John-Nirenberg inequality. Since balls in a length
space are uniformly H-chain sets with L = 2, this proves necessity in Theorem 4.5. For the rest
of this section, (X, d, µ) is a doubling space with doubling constant Cµ.
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Theorem 5.3. Suppose that Ω ( X is a BH-chain set with parameters J, K, L, and that (4.2)
holds for some constant C1. Then Ω is an H-chain set with parameters J, K ′, L, and B∗ ≡
B(z∗, r∗), with K ′ dependent only on C1, Cµ, J , K, and r∗/ diam(Ω). A similar result is true
for (4.2 ′) as long as L ≥ 2.

Proof. We look only at (4.2) as (4.2 ′) is similar. Let L′ = max{L, 2}, choose z∗ ∈ Ω, and let r∗ =
dΩ(z∗)/L′. For any open U ⊂ Ω, define a function kU : U × U → Z+, by letting kU (x, y) be the
length of the shortest H-chain (with respect to U) with parameters J, L, and B∗ = B(y, dU(y)/L′),
for the ball B(x, dU(x)/L′), if such an H-chain exists; otherwise, let kU (x, y) = ∞. We now define
u(x) ≡ uN (x) = min{kΩ(x, x∗), N}, where N is an arbitrary but fixed positive number.

It is a routine matter to check that if Ω does not satisfy the conclusion of the theorem, then
‖uN‖GBMO(Ω) → ∞ (N → ∞). Thus our theorem reduces to the claim that ‖u‖BMO(Ω) depends
only on allowed parameters; most importantly, it is independent of N . If x ∈ B(Z, R) ⊂ Ω, then
the H-chain condition for B(Z, R) implies that

|u(Z) − u(x)| ≤ |kΩ(Z, x∗) − kΩ(x, x∗)|

≤ kB(Z,R)(x, Z) ≤ K log(4R/dB(Z,R)(x)). (5.4)

Let B = {B(x, dB(Z,R)(x)/10) : x ∈ B(Z, R)}, and extract a countable pairwise disjoint subcollec-

tion F ⊂ B whose 5-dilates cover B(Z, R). For all m ∈ N, we let Am = d−1
B(Z,R)((2

−mR, 21−mR]),

Ãm = d−1
B(Z,R)((2

−1−mR, 22−mR)), and Fm be the family of balls in F whose centers lie in Am.

The families Fm partition F , and
⋃

B∈Fm
B ⊂ Ãm. Now, (5.4) implies that |u5B−uB(Z,R/2)| <∼ m

for all B ∈ Fm, and so

∫

B(Z,R)

|u − uB(Z,R/2)| dµ <∼

∞∑

m=1

mµ(Ãm).

Since B(Z, R) is (δ, K1)-OLD, where δ, K1 depend only on J , K, and Cµ, we have µ(Ãm) ≤
(K12

2−m)δ. Thus
∫

B(Z,R)
|u − uB(Z,R/2)| dµ <∼ 1. �

We now prove an analogous result for the necessity of the OLD condition in the containment
GBMO(Ω) ⊂ EI(Ω); this proves necessity in Theorem 4.7.

Theorem 5.5. Suppose that Ω ( X is a bounded (δ, K)-BOLD set, and that (4.3) holds for
some constant C2. Then Ω is a (δ′, K ′)-OLD set, with δ′, K ′ dependent only on C2, Cµ, δ, and
K.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that diam(Ω) = 1. For all k ∈ N, let

uk(x) = max{log[dΩ(x)]−1, k}, x ∈ Ω, k ∈ N,

and Ak = d−1
Ω ((2−k−1, 2−k]). Since balls are uniformly OLD sets and

|uk(x) − uk(z)| ≤ log(r/dB(z,r)(x)), x ∈ B(z, r) ⊂ Ω,
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it follows that
∫

B(z,r)
|uk − (uk)B(z,r/2)| dµ is uniformly bounded for all B(z, r) ⊂ Ω and all

k ∈ N. Thus ‖uk‖BMO(Ω) is uniformly bounded, and it is also easy to deduce that ‖uk‖GBMO(Ω)

is uniformly bounded for any fixed choice of distinguished sub-ball B∗ satisfying 2B∗ ⊂ Ω.

Suppose for the purposes of contradiction that Ω does not satisfy the conclusion of the the-
orem, but that there exists some fixed c > 0 and (ck) ∈ R such that the integrals

∫
Ω

exp(c|uk −
ck|) dµ, k ∈ N, have a uniform bound. The constants ck must be uniformly bounded—otherwise
these integrals would not be uniformly bounded on any fixed ball B for which 2B ⊂ Ω. It follows
that

∫
Ω

exp(cuk) dµ is uniformly bounded. Since Ω does not satisfy the conclusion of the theorem,

we can extract a sequence of annuli Ank
such that µ(Ank

) > 2−nk/k and so

∫

Ω

exp(cunk
) dµ ≥

∫

Ank

exp(cunk
) dµ > 2−nk/k · ecnk → ∞ (k → ∞). �

We have yet to give an example of a ball B such that EI(B) 6⊃ GBMO(B). Our final theorem
does this, and shows that the OLD hypothesis in Theorem 4.6 is rather sharp even for balls.

Proposition 5.6. Suppose that (nk) is an increasing sequence of integers such that n1 ≥ 2 and
nk+1/nk ≥ [(k + 1)/k]2 for all k ∈ N. Then there exists a doubling space (X, d, µ) and a ball
B0 ( X with the following properties:

(a) µ(Ank
) = k2−nk/kµ(B0), where Ak ≡ d−1

B0
((2−k−1, 2−k]), k ∈ N.

(b) GBMO(B0) \ EI(B0) is non-empty.

Proposition 5.6 shows that the implication “GBMO(B0) implies EI(B0)” is false for cer-
tain balls which fail the OLD hypothesis at arbitrarily slow rates. In fact if B0 is a non-OLD
set, then by definition there exists an increasing sequence of integers (nk) such that µ(Ank

) ≥
k2−nk/kµ(B0). Without loss of generality, we may assume that n1 ≥ 2 and nk+1/nk ≥ [(k+1)/k]2

(these conditions are in any case added only for technical reasons). Imposing equality in the mea-
sure estimate merely slows down the failure rate.

Proof of Proposition 5.6. The required metric space (X, d) will be a discrete subspace of (R2, d),
where d(a, b) = |a1− b1|+ |a2− b2|, and X consists of points x0 = (0, 0), xk = (1−2−nk−2, 2−nk),
k ∈ N, together with certain other points yk,j, k ∈ N, j = 0, . . . , jk, to be defined later. Clearly
every xk lies in B0 = B(x0, 1); the points yk,j will be chosen to lie in 2B0 \ B0.

Define µ by the equations µ({z}) = w(z), z ∈ X, where w : X → [0, 1]. Normalizing
µ(B0) = 1, the hypotheses imply that w(xk) = k2−nk/k, k ∈ N, and w(x0) = 1 −

∑∞

k=1 w(xk).
The assumptions on (nk) ensure that nk ≥ 2k2 and so w(0) is bounded away from zero—in fact,
w(0) ≥ 1 −

∑∞

k=1 k2−2k = 5/9.

Note that (w(xk)) is a decreasing sequence. For each k ∈ N, let jk = blog2(w(xk−1)/w(xk))c ≥
0, yk,j = (1 + 2j−nk−2, 2−nk), and w(yk,j) = 2jw(xk). The points yk,j fulfil two roles. Their
primary purpose is to provide stepping-stones so that, as r increases, the measure of B(xk, r)
increases by bounded factors; without them, µ would not be doubling. If we order the points yk,j

by their indices in increasing lexicographical order, then the jump in measure from any such point
to the next one is a factor between 1 and 2, and the points are also spaced supergeometrically
since the distance from yk−1,0 to yk,jk

is at least 2−nk−1−1 for all k > 1. With these observations,
it is easy to show that X is a doubling space.
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A secondary purpose of the points yk,j is to ensure that if B(xk, r) ⊂ B(0, 1), k ∈ N, then
B(xk, r) = {xk}; this follows because d(xk, yk) = 2−nk−1 < min{d(xk, xj) : j ∈ N, j 6= k}.
Consequently, BMO(B0) = L1(B0). Defining u : B(0, 1) → R by u(x0) = 0 and u(xk) = nk,
k ∈ N, it follows that u ∈ GBMO(B0). However, u /∈ EI(B0), since µ({x ∈ B(0, 1) : |u(x)| >
nk} ≥ k2−nk/k, k ∈ N. �

Let us consider two special cases of the above proposition which relate to comments in the
introduction. Taking nk = 2k3, the ball B0 (with the restricted d and µ attached) is not a doubling

space, since µ(BB0
(xk, 2r)) is much larger than µ(BB0

(xk, r)) if k is large and r = 2−2(k−1)3−1.
If we take instead nk = 2k2, then GBMOX(B0)\EI(B0) is non-empty, even though B0 is now a
doubling subspace of X; the function u constructed in the proof lies in GBMOX(B0) but cannot
lie in GBMOB0

(B0) ⊂ EI(B0). In fact, it is easy to see directly that u /∈ BMOB0
(B0) by

considering B(xk, rk) = {xk, xk+1}, where rk = d(xk, xk+2).
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